May 23, 2018
Tami Yellico
Broomfield Director of Strategic Initiatives
City and County of Broomfield
One DesCombes Drive
Broomfield, CO 80020
Re:

Extraction Oil & Gas, Inc.’s Response to City and County of Broomfield Citizen Comments

Dear Tami:
Please see attached responses from Extraction Oil & Gas, Inc. (“Extraction”) to the City
and County of Broomfield’s (the “City”) citizen comments to our Comprehensive Drilling Plans
(“CDP”) from various correspondence received from you related to the April 16, 2018 Final
Version of the CDP, the January 2018 CDP and the May 11 CDP submission. Our responses below,
together with our responses to previous letters and our revised CDP address any and all
outstanding requests, comments and letters that you have presented to Extraction on behalf of
the City.

Thank you,

Chandler Newhall

370 17th Street, Suite 5300 Denver CO 80202

www.ExtractionOG.com

P (720) 557‐8300 F (720) 557‐8301
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XOG Responses to Citizen Comments – 301 Committee
Project Schedules:
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT ON PROJECT SCHEDULE:
Because the GANT chart has not changed, our comments remain the same.
The proposed schedule conflicts with the requirements of the MOU. The initial eight wells at
Interchange B must be drilled before drilling starts at any other site, and the Completion Phase
of those initial wells must be finished before starting Completion of any other wells. There is
considerable overlap in the CDP schedule, however, of the initial well completions at Interchange
B with Northwest A&B and Livingston. Northwest A overlaps the initial well Completion Phase at
Interchange B by a full two quarters. The other two sites overlap by one quarter or more. This
conflict must be corrected before the CDP is approved.
Additionally, United Power Electric Cooperative's disclaimer is concerning to us especially the
comment that, "Evaluation of concurrent operation of more than one EDR at separate locations
and on separate substation feeders, is still ongoing." If United Power determines that pads served
from separate substations cannot be drilled concurrently, that would substantially affect
Extraction's proposed schedule. Since the schedule is a critical part of the CDP and there still is
no confirmation that United Power can supply the power necessary for two drills, the City should
not approve the CDP until United completes their evaluation.
EXTRACTION GANT CHART RESPONSE:
Thank you for this comment. As previously stated, the GANT Chart we submitted is a broad and
progressive timeline intended to provide some insight into basic timing and the various facets
of development. As with any construction project of any scale, timing is subject to change and
the GANT chart included in the CDP should be viewed as an indicative and tentative schedule.
In any event, Extraction will comply with the Development Schedule provision in Section 10 of
the Operator Agreement. The GANT chart included in the final CDP has been updated and
amended to provide greater specificity and presents our plans with more precise timing to
respond to concerns and in accordance with the Operator Agreement entered into with the
City on October 24, 2017. As agreed, the GANT Chart notes that Interchange B pad is scheduled
to be drilled first (demonstrated in the Drilling Phase), and the drilling rig is then scheduled to
then proceed to the Livingston Pad to commence drilling operations. Following the drilling rig
moving from the Interchange B pad to the Livingston pad, the Completion Phase would begin
on the Interchange B pad. Consistent with the Operator Agreement, the Completion Phase will
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be completed on at least 8 wells at Interchange A or B before the Completions Phase begins at
any other pad.
Also, Extraction committed to the use of electric drilling rigs, as expressly agreed to in Exhibit
B titled Best Management Practices in our Operator Agreement with the City. As a result, we
will conduct electric drilling operations in accordance with the Operator Agreement and we
will accommodate to the power requirements regardless of United’s feedback on the question
of one or two rigs. Any operating decisions regarding rig count should not impact the review or
approval of this CDP.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT ON TRAFFIC STUDY:
While there appears to be another traffic review completed, we still have some concerns. Should
there be a need for a large‐scale evacuation in any of these areas, the existing roads are
problematic. In the study, multiple parts of the existing roads are classified as being in poor
condition. Some were cited as inadequate to handle the type of traffic proposed. There is no way
to safely evacuate thousands of homes without widening and adding lanes in the proposed
construction area. In Extraction's response to the City, there were multiple references to
continuing to work with the City regarding traffic issues. We maintain that a complete plan to
improve the infrastructure in this area needs to be in place prior to approving the CDP. We should
not see any reference that this will continue to be reviewed with the City over the course of the
project. We believe all road updates and improvements should be completed prior to the project
beginning and should be agreed to in the CDP.
EXTRACTION’S TRAFFIC STUDY RESPONSE:
Indeed, there has been another traffic study completed and we continue to work with the City
in ongoing evaluations and mitigation efforts to ensure safe and efficient flow of traffic during
the temporary operations phase of our development and beyond.
The Operator Agreement addressed road usage and we are committed to complying with our
Operator Agreement. We, at Extraction, must defer questions about roadway conditions
throughout Broomfield to the City and County of Broomfield. The City is in the best position
and is the only authority that can assess roadways within its City and County on a day‐to‐day
basis. The City has demonstrated on multiple occasions that it considers its roads both safe
and passable. To our knowledge, the North Metro Fire Department in its robust and ongoing
efforts to plan evacuation and other contingency measures has not deemed any roadways
impassable or unsafe in the event of an evacuation for any reason.
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Extraction understands that it is completely in the City’s purview to expand or construct
additional roads, but doing so cannot delay timely approval of the CDP. Extraction has engaged
with the City a significant amount of time and completed voluminous amount of work for over
three years on the roadway and road usage topic and we have committed to compliance with
provisions to that effect in our the Operator Agreement with the City.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT ON AIR QUALITY:
It appears the Air Quality Impact Mitigation plan has been revised and includes more details, but
we still have the following questions:
SECTION (I) AIR QUALITY IMPACT MITIGATION PLAN
4.2 Well Drilling
"Odors which could potentially emit from drilling operations will be proactively addressed
through the use of engineering controls and by using additives when necessary." p. 691


Will these additives mask odors? If not, what will they do?

4.3 Completions
"This combustor activity controls 98% of the flowback VOC gas emissions." p. 691


If 2% of the flowback VOC emissions are emitted for each well, how many
VOC's will be emitted into the atmosphere?

4.4.1 Venting or Flaring


How and when will the City notify the residents of venting or flaring and
the toxins emitted? Will the notification be a passive or active notification?
While posting on the City website may be a viable way to inform residents,
for some incidents it would be important to actively notify residents. p.
692
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EXTRACTION’S AIR QUALITY RESPONSE:
4.2 Well Drilling
No, we do not plan to use additives. Section (I) of the CDP titled Air Quality Mitigation Plan
addresses odors and emissions. If odor presents, it is generally isolated to occur during the
drilling phase. During the drilling phase, Extraction uses a unique blend of an ‘invert mud’
which has less aromatics than traditional drilling mud. The base fluid in the invert mud is a
hybrid diesel synthetic oil blend. The fluid properties of this hybrid synthetic consists of half of
the aromatics of a traditional of diesel based mud. Additionally, Extraction uses a mud chiller
which cools the mud after the mud coming out of the hole. Extraction has found the use of mud
chillers to reduce odor. The mud chillers assist the mud to retain components that contribute
to odor. Extraction agreed in Section 48 of Exhibit B to the Operator Agreement that we are
“prohibited from masking odors from any oil and gas facility cite by using masking fragrances.”
We will comply with the provisions in our Operator Agreement.
4.3 Completions
We appreciate your question, in fact, our combustors have recently been evaluated by the
Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment (“CDPHE”) and we have been advised
that CDPHE has now publicly confirmed and pronounced that the combustors we use control
all emissions to beyond 99.98% efficiency. This is once again a remarkable milestone for our
industry and we are extremely proud to be using this best‐in‐class engineering equipment to
ensure that the City’s air quality is improved over the status quo once existing vertical wells
are additionally removed. Because of our planned best‐in‐class engineering designs, there is no
anticipated use of flares, combustors or significant emissions associated with this project.
4.4.1 Venting or Flaring
We plan to comply with all provisions of the Operator Agreement, state and federal regulations
and other laws related to combustion. The Operating Agreement provides that “flaring shall be
eliminated or minimized to the maximum extent practicable.” Sections 20(A)(&), 21(D) and 25
of Exhibit B to the Operating Agreement also have specific requirements that we are subject to
in the event there is any flaring.
There are also notification requirements under Section 20(A)(13) of Exhibit B to the Operating
Agreement with respect to venting, at which time the City may choose to notify residents as it
deems appropriate. We would defer to the City as to its preferred mode of communication
with its residents.
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BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT ON SECTION (L) FACILITY EMISSIONS INVENTORIES & AIR
QUALITY IMPACT STUDIES:


Does the City agree that these former calculations for the old pads fit the
new ones? Are they still accurate?



How will the City notify the residents when fracking will begin in case they want to leave
the area during this process to avoid the emissions? p. 802



"This approach is intended to provide a reasonable, yet robust and conservative
approach, to estimating ambient air quality impacts." In order to protect the residents'
health and safety, does the City agree the with the use of a "conservative approach, to
estimating ambient air quality impacts?" P. 811



The schematic shows 4 crew quarters. Will there be trailers on site for the crew to sleep
in? p. 820
EXTRACTION’S FACILITY EMISSIONS INVENTORIES & AIR QUALITY IMPACT STUDIES
RESPONSE:

The first three questions in this section appear to be directed to the City, therefore, Extraction
defers to the City for that response.

With regard to the question on sleeping quarters, Extraction would refer the commenter to
Section 39 of Exhibit B to the Operating Agreement for the uses of trailers permitted under the
Operating Agreement. The schematic referenced in the comment is compliant with Section 39.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT TO 4. DISPERSION MODEL APPROACH:
4.2 BACKGROUND AIR QUALITY DATA
"The modeling effort focused on impacts of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10
and PM2.5). No background data have been developed that are representative of the well pad
sites. The nearest data from the Welby site in urban Denver, would not be representative for
these locations. Representative background data for BTEX were obtained from the 2012
monitoring study in nearby Erie16. No other nearby emission sources were explicitly included in
the modeling analyses."
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Is the City accepting data from 6 years ago? p. 830
EXTRACTION’S DISPERSION MODEL APPROACH RESPONSE:
4.2 BACKGROUND AIR QUALITY DATA
This question appears to be directed to the City. However, the project was completed and
approved in conjunction with the Oil and Gas Task Force formed for evaluation of oil and gas
development in Broomfield which evaluated this project.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN CONCLUSIONS COMMENT:
1. Overall emissions from regulated stationary sources are below a threshold that requires a
formal permit from the regulatory agency (CDPHE). Emissions from fugitive sources and from
non‐stationary sources, including non‐road engines, are excluded from determining the
applicability of a permitting requirement.


Diesel trucks emit a great deal of emissions into our atmosphere. The CDPHE might not
consider this an issue, but what is the City doing about it? P.854


EXTRACTION’S CONCLUSIONS RESPONSE:
This comment appears to be directed to the City. However, we can say with certainty that the
amount of diesel‐engine traffic associated with this project is not incomparable to that
associated with any major construction project or, for example, the long‐term, large‐scale
development of a housing subdivision (as is occurring nearby). Our project is of course
temporary in nature and the associated traffic is miniscule compared to the daily diesel traffic
traversing the E470 corridor, which our projects border.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT REGARDING WORKING WITH 3RD PARTIES:
We did not see any reference to this in the revised CDP. Because of the nature of the explosion
in Windsor, this is a very important issue:
It is a noted concern that 3rd parties are being included in this plan (Crestone, Anadarko, Great
Western). It needs to be clearly understood that Extraction is completely responsible and liable
for this project. Also, outside contractor usage is a concern. In Section 2.4 of the Risk
Management Plan, Extraction explicitly states that one of their risk responses is "Transference ‐
Shift the impact of a risk to a 3rd party (like a subcontractor). It does not eliminate it, it simply
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shifts responsibility." Again, it needs to be very clearly spelled out and agreed to that Extraction
is completely responsible and liable for this project.
EXTRACTION’S WORKING WITH 3RD PARTIES RESPONSE:
Extraction takes responsibility for all its operations and the actions we take as we safely
develop the energy resources that all Broomfield residents use each day. As part of an industry
standard practice, most oil & gas companies work with contractors to perform various parts of
project development. Additionally, we vet and inspect our contractors’ safety performance,
training and hold our contractors accountable to our high standards of performance and safety.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT ON PLUG AND ABANDON WELLS AND FINANCIAL RISKS:
These questions remain.
This plan does not address a long‐term plan for plugging and abandoning wells in the case the
company is sold or goes out of business. Who is responsible for these wells at the end of their
life span to prevent them from becoming the taxpayers' responsibility? The City needs to ensure
that this issue is addressed before development can start. Bonds should be held for each well
being developed to cover the future cost of plugging and abandoning Extraction's wells.
If the City has required the operator to put up bonding or other financial assurances to plug and
abandon wells in 30 years, please advise us of this.
EXTRACTION’S PLUG & ABANDON WELLS AND FINANCIAL RISKS RESPONSE:
In the event that there is a change of control within Extraction Oil & Gas, which includes a
purchase of the company or its Broomfield assets, the Operator Agreement negotiated and
signed by the City and Extraction Oil & Gas on October 24, 2017 remains in effect unless
otherwise noted as long as this acreage in Broomfield is being developed. There is a notice
provision that requires notice of the assignment of the Operator Agreement. Additionally, in
Colorado, there are state mandated bonding requirements. Specific to this question about
plugging and removing legacy wells, the COGCC in its 700 Series regulations explicitly states:
‘Plugging Bond’ Provides for protection of the soil, proper plugging and
abandonment of the well, and reclamation of the site; and for wells and
associated facilities. Requires: A $10,000 individual bond for well less than 3000
feet deep and a $20,000 individual bond for well equal to or more than 3000 feet
deep.
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Again, that bonding measure is intended to address only the plugging and removal aspects of
a well’s lifecycle. There are additional bonds or insurance required for other aspects of
development.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT ON SOIL TESTING:
Soil testing of plugged and abandoned wells before and after fracking was not dealt with in the
CDP. Considering the Berthoud bubble up, we feel it is very important and would like the
following language considered. Whenever an application for horizontal drilling/fracturing in
Broomfield is filed with COGCC, Broomfield should review COGCC's data regarding the location
of the proposed new wells relative to existing abandoned wells. If any proposed horizontal wells
are located less than 1500 feet from an existing abandoned well, the burden of proof should be
on CCOGC to prove to the satisfaction of Broomfield that the proposed new well would not risk
damaging nearby abandoned wells. If COGCC cannot prove to Broomfield's satisfaction that such
wells can be fractured without risk of damage to nearby abandoned wells, then COGCC should
be required to force the Operator to relocate the horizontal wellbores in question to a safer area
further from the abandoned wells. If any horizontal wells located within 1500 feet of an
abandoned wellbore are approved by CCOGC and accepted by Broomfield, then Broomfield
should require the drilling, to a depth of 100 feet, of several testing boreholes in the vicinity of
such abandoned wells; these boreholes should be used to test for methane contamination
immediately before fracturing, shortly after fracturing and periodically thereafter over a 5 to 10‐
year period.

EXTRACTION’S SOIL TESTING RESPONSE:
This comment appears to be directed to City.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT RISK MANAGEMENT:
We believe this section to still be an issue. Even with developing a more robust plan in the CDP
and addressing multiple concerns, concerns remain. A lot of reliance is being placed on
procedures and on automatic shut‐off systems. This is concerning because human error is found
to be one of the most common causes for accidents. And two recent, and catastrophic and deadly
accidents (Oklahoma Explosion and Deep‐Water Horizon) were as a result of these systems
failing. We also have no root cause for the explosion at an Extraction site in Windsor. We do not
feel like the risks of this project have been adequately addressed and do not believe the CDP
should be approved. Proper Risk Management starts with company management instilling a
culture of safety throughout their organization. The fact that Health and Safety are not
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mentioned at all in Extraction's Executive Summary, Risk Identification (2.1), Risk Response (2.4)
or Risk Mitigation (2.5) Sections concerns us that there is no effort by Extraction management to
develop such a culture of safety.
Extraction is well aware of the risks inherent in their operations as they detail in their required
SEC filings: "Our exploration and production activities are subject to all of the operating risks
associated with drilling for and producing oil and natural gas, including the risk of fire, explosions,
blowouts, surface cratering, uncontrollable flows of natural gas, oil and formation water, pipe or
pipeline failures, abnormally pressured formations, casing collapses and environmental hazards
such as oil spills, natural gas leaks, ruptures or discharges of toxic gases." Our concern is that
Extraction doesn't list any of the above risks in their Risk Management Plan. The plan is stated in
general policy terms, not specifics for neighborhood drilling. While potential shareholders are
warned of the risks in exploration and drilling, residents are not.
EXTRACTION’S RISK MANAGEMENT RESPONSE:
Developing a culture of safety is one our highest priorities, so much so that we are proud to
have recently eclipsed 1,000,000 Extraction man‐hours without a recordable injury for our
employees. We also hold this high standard of safety performance with all of our vendors.
This has been documented in various places in the CDP process. We have updated the Risk
Management Plan that includes additional details regarding mitigation measures as requested
by the City Staff demonstrating our commitment to compliance with our Operator Agreement.
We have submitted as part of this overall CDP process to add both specificity and additional
detail. While the standard “inherent risks” Securities and Exchange Commission (or “SEC”)
language referenced is commonly used among most publicly traded oil and gas companies, the
risks inherent in our business and industry are taken seriously, as they should be in any
industry. We hold health and safety as our highest priorities in all we do which is clearly
demonstrated in our track record. While we realize and recognize that there will always be
people with ongoing concerns, we believe that the most recent final version of the Final CDP
more closely aligns with the expectations of the 301 Committee.
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BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT ON VISUAL MITIGATION PLAN
•
•

•

Why are some pads approximately 1 acre per well and the others are about 1/2 acre per
well?
None of the plan included show trees on the berms. Originally, all of the berms included
trees and bushes for visual mitigation. When was this changed? Is it correct that now only
berms and grasses will be used to visually hide these large industrial sites from nearby
residents? p.1068
What is the tall stack during the production phase? p.1076
VISUAL MITIGATION PLAN RESPONSE:

Extraction’s proposed Broomfield Well Pads were designed implementing a number of factors
that make possible development, including well and facilities layout, ingress and egress,
consideration of sound wall location, topography and a host of other factors. The design of the
well pads is not determined on a set criteria of a “x well(s) per acre” formula, though certainly
the overall design and well layout is considered in determining pad size.
We confirm that the landscape mitigation plans provided for in the Operator Agreement do
not include trees, shrubs or irrigation. While we offered all of these additional mitigations to
the City in the initial discussion of our plan of development, we were informed by City Staff
during negotiation of the Operator Agreement that it would be best to use only berms and
native grasses for visual mitigation to provide better continuity with the natural existing
surrounding landscape.
The “tall stack” referenced in this comment is most likely an emission combustion device (or
“ECD”), designed to be used only in the event of unplanned shutdowns or other circumstances
where combusting the gas is necessary. These operations will be conducted pursuant to the
provisions of the Operating Agreement.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENT ON SECTION (E) NOISE IMPACT MITIGATION PLAN &
SECTION (M) NOISE MODELING:
•
•

Why were the monitors placed four feet off the ground. The average person is much taller
than that? p.193
Please explain how birds registered at 90+ dbs and an airplane registered at 60+ dbs?
p.209
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EXTRACTION’S NOISE IMPACT MITIGATION PLAN & SECTION NOISE MODELING RESPONSE:
Noise monitors are placed at this height per COGCC Rule 802.c.(3).
Birds chirping next to or in close proximity to a microphone or into a decibel meter could
certainly register louder than an airplane flying at a distance of miles away in the sky. This
result likely has to do with the proximity of the testing equipment to the source of noise.
BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENTS FROM SALLY & JEFF PAGE REGARDING SAFETY CONCERNS
RELATED TO EXTRACTION’S APRIL 17 CDP DATED MAY 2, 2018
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BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENTS FROM JEFF PLOMER REGARDING FEEDBACK/QUESTIONS
REGARDING EXTRACTION’S APRIL 17 COMPREHENSIVE DRILLING PLAN (CDP) –
CATASTROPHIC SAFETY AND FORMAL WRITTEN RISK MGMT. PLAN DATED MAY 1, 2018
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EXTRACTION’S RESPONSES TO CITIZEN COMMENTS – SALLY & JEFF PAGE; JEFF PLOMER
While Mr. and Ms. Page’s comments appear to be directed at the City & County of Broomfield,
we would gladly like to provide feedback and address the concept of risk. The overall concept
of risk is, of course, relative and there are a number of risks that everyone takes daily when
arising from bed each morning. Being asked to quantify risk in a development of the type our
approved Operator Agreement describes would be similar to listing the potential risks
associated with a medium to large‐scale construction type of project frequently existing
throughout the City and other cities throughout the Front Range. While there are a number of
significant risks in construction projects (risks such as electrical fires or other fires as recently
occurred in downtown Denver; risks of constructed structures falling; risks associated with
collapsing cranes, etc.), these risks are mitigated through commonly known and accepted
safety and mitigation practices designed so consequences related to an accident are lessened
or avoided due to existing safety measures in place. To bring the concept home, please consider
that the most dangerous part of a person’s day is when they get into their car to drive to or
from work. Automobiles are multi‐ton machines designed to move at incredibly high rates of
speed. The risk associated with automobile travel (as in the risk matrix that the City provided)
is fairly astronomical. However, many of us travel by car each day regardless of the risk. We
are able to do so because many of the risks inherent in automobile travel are mitigated. Here’s
how:
•

Most of us receive extensive training in the operation of an automobile and the rules of
road travel before even getting a license to drive.
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• Each of us must pass a test ensuring that we are aware of the rules and are capable of
seeing clearly enough to discern road signs.
• Many of us purchase vehicles with additional safety measures enabled, like antilock
braking systems, day time running lights, signal lights and personal airbags to add
additional support to the most commonly recognized safety feature‐ the seatbelt.
• All of us habitually use seatbelts to further enhance our personal safety and mitigate
risk.
• State and local officials monitor roadways to ensure the rules are being followed
including placement of traffic signals, lights, speed limits and law enforcement.
The above risk mitigation measures ensure that the roads are safer for everyone. Accidents still
happen, but the risks are mitigated enough for each of us to feel comfortable with our decision
to drive and know that there is a high likelihood that with the proper use and implementation
of risk mitigation, we will arrive safely at our destination.
The oil and gas industry, and Extraction in particular, similarly takes the proper steps to
mitigate risk to acceptable levels. Here are some examples of our risk mitigations:
•

•

•
•
•

All full‐time employees and contractors receive extensive training and are both well‐
versed in the skills needed to perform their operations, as well as understanding of the
safety procedures required by our company
These trainings are ongoing, and we engage in multiple levels of company‐wide
trainings and safety briefings on a consistent basis. This includes company‐wide safety
meetings, mandatory meetings and trainings, and tailgate safety briefings upon
commencement of a new project or task. We also train regularly with local first
responders on an ongoing basis.
We have scores of additional safety procedures, equipment and designs to “engineer
out” risk whenever and wherever possible
Extraction also requires gas monitors on site to ensure that any vapor is immediately
detected and mitigated.
Finally, much like the state highway patrol and local law enforcement, Extraction has
its own internal Environmental Health and Safety personnel in addition to the COGCC
and the City’s own inspectors ensuring that all rules are being followed correctly to
further mitigate risks associated with operations.

The risks associated with development are broadly specified in the Risk Management Plan that
is part of this Final CDP and has been created with multiple iterations of staff, first responder
and citizen input taken into account.
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The percentage likelihood associated with each risk was assigned by the City’s Oil & Gas Task
Force and is not Extraction’s assessment of the likelihood of each risk occurring. The Operator
Agreement provides that “As part of Operator’s application to the City, Operator agrees to
provide a risk management plan, which will include the identification of potential risks,
methods of risk avoidance and controls that implement techniques to prevent accidents and
losses and reduce the impact or cost after the occurrence of identified potential events.” This
required risk management plan was provided to the City early in the CDP application process.
However, the City requested that we additionally add mitigation measures associated with
the risks identified in the Oil & Gas Task Force risk matrix and we have voluntarily done so.
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BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENTS FROM RYAN SEABURY REGARDING CONCERNS WITH
EXTRACTION’S CDP DATED MAY 1, 2018
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EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENTS – RYAN SEABURY
While the majority of Mr. Seabury’s comments seem to be directed to the City Council, we
would like to address the concerns about our industry as it relates to health and safety.
The good news is that the science is in – and the results are clearly positive. On February 21,
2017, the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment released a comprehensive
study on public health focusing on the potential for health effects on those living near oil and
gas locations. The study was prompted by, among other things, concerns about the veracity of
less credible study results that have been widely publicized for their salacious claims about the
industry. The CDPHE’s study analyzed more than 10,000 air samples which showed conclusively
that air concentrations of individual substances were below established health‐based
reference values and within documented safe levels of exposure. The study said:
•
•

All measured air concentrations were below short‐ and long‐term “safe” levels of
exposure for non‐cancer health effects, even for sensitive populations.
The concentrations of the other substances are 5‐10,000 times lower than the standard
short‐ and long‐term health‐based reference values for non‐cancer effects.
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•

Cancer risks for all substances were well within the “Acceptable Risk” range established
by the U.S. EPA.
See also, https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B0tmPQ67k3NVVFc1TFg1eDhMMjQ/view
Effectively, the study showed there were no elevated health risks found in air monitoring
stations beyond 500 feet from wells (500 ft. is representative of the state‐mandated setback
for oil and gas development). With respect to the wells to be drilled pursuant the Operator
Agreement, all wells are in excess of 1,000 feet from occupied structures. This increased
distance will result in a buffer zone around the wells more than 4 times what is required by the
state and what was examined in the above study.
And there is additional data.
In a recently publicized analysis of public health data was gathered from Weld County by the
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, the following major findings were
also revealed:
• As oil and natural gas production in Weld County increased by 12 times and three times,
respectively, and well counts more than doubled, the rates of death for cancer,
respiratory illness and heart disease decreased by 1.9 percent, 9.1 percent and 21.4
percent, respectively.
• A CDPHE report that analyzed more than 10,000 air samples in the areas of the state
where “substantial” oil and natural gas operations occurred found that levels of
emissions were “safe,” even for sensitive populations.
• The CDPHE scientists also reviewed 12 relevant epidemiological studies covering 27
different health effects and found “no substantial or moderate evidence for any health
effects”.
• Concerning some studies that purported to find a link between oil and natural gas
activity and adverse health effects, the CDPHE ranked a majority “low quality, primarily
due to limitations of the study designs that make it difficult to establish clear links
between exposures to substances emitted directly from oil and gas and the outcomes
evaluated”.
See also, http://eidhealth.org/wp‐content/uploads/2018/03/Weld‐County‐Health‐Report.pdf

BROOMFIELD CITIZEN COMMENTS FROM BARB BINDER REGARDING COMMENTS ON
EXTRACTION’S COMPREHENSIVE DRILLING PLAN DATED JANUARY 9, 2018
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EXTRACTION’S RESPONSES TO CITIZEN COMMENTS – BARB BINDER
With respect to this group of comments, many of the comments are conclusory statements.
Extraction is responding to those comments that have questions to be addressed.
Re: “General Comment”:
The CDP dated April 16, 2018 and its revised sections is the complete and final CDP.
Comment Page 8:
Extraction will be removing from service certain gas gathering pipelines currently located
throughout the City and County of Broomfield and Adams County residential neighborhoods.
All residents may receive information about lines of any type that exist on their property by
dialing 811 for location service.
Comment Page 10:
The CDP dated April 16, 2018, and its revised sections, is a complete and final CDP.
•

The final CDP includes all six well pad sites agreed to in the Operator Agreement
between Extraction and the City, specifically the Livingston, Interchange A&B,
Northwest A&B and United well pad sites.
• Thank you for this helpful comment regarding a typographical error.
Comment Page 59‐60:
2.2 –Reclamation Plan
3) Seeding and Amendments
• The fall 2017 reference has been amended in the complete and final CDP .
• The grasses and seeds were selected specifically to blend in with, or exactly match, the
surrounding landscape.
• The grasses we plan to use are native to this area and selected in conjunction with
Broomfield Parks and Open Space.
• We will take this comment and suggestion into consideration, but the grasses included
in the CDP were selected in conjunction with Broomfield Parks and Open Space.
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SECTION (G) TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLAN
Comment Page 163:
• We have included Huron in our traffic survey.
Comment Page 166:
• The Traffic Management Plan has been amended in the complete and final CDP.
• We defer to the City on decisions regarding placement of road signage/street lights.
• Huron Street and the surrounding area have now been included in our revised traffic
study provided in the final CDP. Traffic counts and a host of other considerations have
been carefully analyzed as part of that survey.
Comment Page 171:
•

These concerns regarding truck turning are now fully addressed in the revised traffic
study included in the final CDP. Roadway and traffic issues are important to us and we
approach these issues with the utmost regard.

Comment Page 240:
•

We acknowledge that these are important considerations. Extraction defers to the City
and County of Broomfield for all matters pertaining to road maintenance, roadway
planning and new road construction within the City. Extraction is not responsible for
the current condition of existing roads.

Comment Page 293:
•

All pads and design drawings are accurate and included in the final version of the CDP
which has been submitted to the City for approval.
• The pad layout in Broomfield has not changed since the Operator Agreement was
approved by the City Council on October 24, 2017.
• The pad design for our Broomfield Development Project has been carefully designed
through a collaborative effort among multiple stakeholders. We agree that this
document should be precise and accurate and we have taken all the necessary steps to
accomplish that in the final version of our completed CDP.
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Comment Page 397:
•

We acknowledge that storm water drainage is an important design criteria and as such
we have engaged in stormwater runoff planning as well as having fully identified all
areal floodways and floodplains . We will continue working with the City on these and
many other matters as we engage in the local permits process for our grading, PPIPs
and other local permits, as required. We care about this community and this area and
we are committed to ensuring that this project is completed appropriately.

Comment Page 401:
In order to mitigate dust, the access roads or drives will be constructed with class 6 road base
and then covered with recycled asphalt. This combination of roadbase and asphalt will nearly
eliminate fugitive dust. We will, however, water the roads and locations with freshwater
when needed to control fugitive dust as mentioned in Section 2(I) of the CDP Titled “Air
Quality”.
For your ease in verification, in Section 4.1 titled “Well Pad Construction” in Section (I), it states
that: “[f]ugitive dust emissions are associated with well pad construction, from soil excavation
and site development. Dust emissions will be minimized throughout all the phases of
construction through operation such that there will be no visible emissions from access roads
or the site to the extent practical given existing wind conditions. The application of dust
suppressants will be avoided for any fugitive dust source within 300 feet of standing water or
flowing stream. Extraction will only use fresh water for dust suppression. Construction
activities will be assessed and curtailed (if possible) on air quality action days, as indicated in
Section 6, if mitigation efforts cannot achieve the required control.”
Section (I), subsection 4.2 addressed Well Drilling and states that: “Emissions to the
atmosphere from well drilling are eliminated through the use of electric powered drill rigs.
Drilling activities, including on‐site lighting, will be provided by connection to the local electric
power grid. On‐site electric power generation may be available and used only for emergencies.
Odors which could potentially emit from drilling operations will be proactively addressed
through the use of engineering controls and by using additives when necessary.” See
XOG.CCOB.CDP.04.16.2018.Sec2(I).000007 ‐.000008.
Additionally, Extraction will segregate and stockpile topsoil which will be tackified and seeded.
Areas that do not require a Class 6 road base will be compacted. We will have a tackifier
available as an additional BMP if necessary. This tackifier will be of a fiber‐based material to
minimize dust, erosion. The use of the tackifier is temporary until the interim reclamation is
completed.
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Moreover, see Exhibit S, “Erosion Control Plan” where, in Section 2(A) & (B) we discuss
generally that reseeding, watering, crimping and fresh water will be used to control erosion
while seed is growing.
Comment Page 421:
•

A shelter in place scenario is exceedingly rare, and the decision to issue a shelter in place
order would only be made by the North Metro Fire Department (“NMFRD”). We defer
to the NMFRD for additional details about their shelter in place warning system,
characteristics and triggers associated with the system and additional communication
as to how the decision to give such an order would be made.

Comment Page 423:
•

•

We recall specifically the grassfire referenced in your comment. There are existing oil
and gas facilities throughout the City that have never been affected by grassfires and
our employees are trained to deal with such hazards as they relate to our operations.
In the event of a serious grassfire, our wells can be immediately shut in onsite or
remotely. We feel very confident that the plans we have put into place and established
setbacks from facilities to grassy areas are more than adequate in addressing such
concerns and in addition to all the information in our Emergency Response
Preparedness Plan titled Tactical Response Plan (“TRP”) that specifically addresses
these type of events, it bears mention that the NMFRD is located directly across the
street from our operations.
We will comply with the provisions related to foam set forth in Section 19 of Exhibit B
to the Operator Agreement.

Comment Page 424:
•

Our plans as submitted in the CDP are adequate to account for high winds that may be
encountered.

Comment Page 426:
•

Please see the TRP that addresses notification under the plan.
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Comment Page 428:




Fire hydrants are noted throughout the TRP drawings.
Notification is listed in the TRP.
We have taken these comments into consideration for planning and responses are
included in the complete and Final CDP.

Comment Page 429:
•

•

The “future drinking reservoir” as described in this question is not currently shown
because there is currently no official or final designation of that site as a future reservoir
by the City to date.
E‐470 is shown on various diagrams and in the COGCC permits.

Comment Page 431:
•

Extraction has engaged in substantial outreach with our Adams County neighbors,
including home visits, various communications and a public neighborhood meeting
among other stakeholder engagement efforts to address any potential impacts
associated with our proposed development.
• While the operations and facility design at the site you reference in the Town of
Windsor are vastly different from the engineering plans in the City and County of
Broomfield, we have discussed at length the mitigations and additional safety measures
that have gone into effect in our final CDP.
Comment Page 598:
•

The process for water well testing will be conducted in accordance with Section 26 of
Exhibit B to the Operator Agreement and applicable COGCC regulations.

Comment Page 599:
•

In the event of any atypical results from the water testing program, Extraction will
comply with the all actions required by COGCC rules and regulations.

Comment Page 613:
•

Information related to Risk Assessment and related tools are available in Section (R)
titled “Risk Management Plan” in the final version of the CDP.
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Comment Page 614:
•

We are committed to health and safety being our first and highest priority. Our updated
Risk Mitigation Matrix and updated Tactical Response Plan, created in coordination
with the North Metro Fire Rescue Department, address these specific issues you outline
and the concerns you outline have been addressed and answered through the robust
collaborative planning and coordination effort.

Comment Page 624:
• Environmental evaluations will be completed and submitted to the City throughout the
local permitting process.
Comment Page 641‐642:
•

We fully appreciate the comment and these evaluations have now been conducted and
are described in detail in our final CDP.

Comment Page 637‐638:
•

We are working closely both with APEX Environmental Consulting and with Broomfield
Open Space and Trails to ensure that the necessary wildlife studies are properly
conducted in accordance with all local permitting procedures. Those efforts are
underway.

Comment Page 692:
• We have been working, and will continue outreach and ongoing communication, with
our neighbors to the south of the Northwest pads to identify additional mitigation
measures both prior to, and during operations, to ensure that impacts normally
associated with traditional oil and gas operations are mitigated, minimized or
eliminated altogether. This effort is ongoing.
• The height of the berms is designed on a site specific basis based upon the topography.
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DIMINISHED PROPERTY VALUES:
On many occasions the real estate industry has analyzed the potential impacts of oil and gas
development on the value of real estate. The findings are that there is no long term, permanent
or significant impact on the value of real estate that is located in close proximity to oil and gas
development.
HEALTH AND SAFETY OF LIVESTOCK AND PETS
Extraction’s planned wells are sited 1000 feet or greater from any building unit as agreed to in
the Operator Agreement and exceed all COGCC setback requirements. none of the pads are
located within ranching areas, as they are in open space which is being utilized as agriculture or
on Extraction‐owned property. Extraction has expressly committed to a significant amount of
best management practices (“BMPs”) These mitigation measures will protect the livestock, pets
and the community.
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COMMENTS ON 16 APRIL 2018 COMPREHENSIVE DRILLING PLAN
CDP Quality:
• This CDP is poorly written for such a complex and important engineering project. It lacks
specificity for quantifiable, measurable and enforceable data values and/or limits and tend to
repeat with no additional information nor data.
We stand behind the quality of our CDP, which is the most comprehensive U.S. onshore oil and
gas development plan that we are aware of.
• No references are provided: for example, for the risk assessment tables. How much of the
CDP is plagiarized?
We have cited references to the Operator Agreement and COGCC regulations, as well as other
sources where appropriate and necessary. The risk assessment table was created by the Oil
and Gas Taskforce and we appended the additional operator mitigation measures to the table
as requested by the City Staff. Other than appending the additional mitigation measures, the
risk assessment table is a work product of the City.
• These documents should adhere to good engineering practice to identify the changes from
previous versions with change bars. The Extraction CDP as a document of specifics should be no
more than 20 pages long and all of its working data sheets and other superfluous pages not part
of the specifications should be in the document appendix. The Broomfield Ordinance document
should be no more than 10 pages with measurable numbers, values and the consequences
and/or succinct penalty must be stated. These documents need to be much improved to provide
the guidance for a safe and careful major engineering development here. Presently, these
documents do not reflect the quality of Broomfield City Council nor the people of this community.
We have gone to great lengths to satisfy the amount of information requested by multiple
stakeholder groups and residents of Broomfield, as well as the City and County itself. The final
version of our CDP seeks to address and satisfy all these inquiries and we have produced the
final version of our CDP in full accordance with the Operator Agreement and the specs
governing that formatting and information contained therein.
• The Extraction CDP is huge but has uneven details for difference areas: The traffic management
reports are 289 pages (pp 390/1235 to 685/1235) containing pages of superfluous working data
sheets and spreadsheets. The air monitoring section has 12 pages (pp 685/1235 – 697/1235).
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Though we have included additional material to the CDP at the request of the City that was not
otherwise required by the Operator Agreement, the contents of the CDP are what is proscribed
by the Operator Agreement.
• Many contributors to the review of the first CDP said, for example, "I don’t see in Extraction
responses that they addressed the concerns and recommendations I and many others cited. They
used generalities such as 'best practices' rather than specifically addressing these concerns. My
original comments still need to be addressed." Specifically, my focus and concern is about
chemicals used in fracking are harmful. They need to be modified to include only those that
aren't. "All chemicals and their percentages utilized in hydraulic fracturing fluid need to be listed.
Combine this specific, complete list of chemicals and percentages with current published data on
effects of spills from fracking activities that affect groundwater* and then modify chemicals used
to include only those that do not under any circumstances contaminate groundwater".
It is our desire to help people feel informed and comfortable with our operations in this area.
Among all Colorado developments, we are not familiar with a single area or community that is
by this time more informed or has been provided more information about the scope, scale and
various intricacies of oil and gas development that the City and County of Broomfield and its
residents. Still, we endeavor to share ever more information and even after this CDP is
approved, we are committed to answering the community’s questions and continuing our two‐
way communication. We have been specific in the list of ingredients that we have committed
to Broomfield will not be used in well completion under any circumstances and we agreed to
that provision in the Operator Agreement. We further will be listing all ingredients used in our
stimulation formulas on www.fracfocus.org, consistent with state requirements and our own
commitment to transparency and communication, which we’ve delivered on in this
collaborative and engaged Broomfield Development Plan process with the municipality and
the Oil & Gas Task Force.

• Another example, "as requested by the committee, I have reviewed Section (I) of Extraction's
CDP, dated 4/16/18. Section (I) is the Air Quality Impact Mitigation Plan in the application. In my
opinion, no meaningful changes have been made to this section of the application. Extraction has
NOT addresses in any substantive way, if at all, the comments that we previously provided
regarding their initial CDP".
It is our hope that the finalized version of our CDP, which fully complies with the Operator
Agreement, addresses these broadly stated concerns; it was certainly our intent to do so.
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Big omission in the CDP ‐ Verification: A complex project, such as the drilling of 84 wells,
necessarily includes many Operator "promises". Tracking these over 30 years is a daunting task.
The CDP is a requirements document: it specifies what the Operator is required to do. As such,
the CDP requires operator responsibilities to be numbered and stated as "shalls". Phrases such
as "will", "could", would" may", "as appropriate", "as profitable", or "in accordance with Best
Management Practices" are not acceptable. A verification matrix that defines how the Operator
will comply with requirements must be provided as part of the CDP. Typical verification methods
include test, inspection, and analysis.
Statements of when and how often verification is performed for each requirement must also be
included.
Extraction will comply with the terms and conditions of the Operator Agreement. The City Staff
and City Council are in the best position to determine and implement how best they wish to
track compliance with the Operator Agreement.
Schedule (new pages 57‐58) is not in compliance with the Operator Agreement. Page 57 states:
The Operator also agrees that it will finish the Completion Phase for the Initial Wells before
commencing the Completion Phase at any other Well Site. However, page 58 shows the
completion phase starting at the Livingston pad before the Completion Phase is finished at the
Interchange B pad: Adjust schedule to comply with the Operator Agreement.
Thank you for this helpful comment. We have included a revised Gant Chart in our final CDP
that demonstrates our schedule and our compliance with the approved Operator Agreement.
Please note that the schedule included in the CDP is indicative and subject to change. In all
cases though, all operations and any changes in timing shall be in compliance with the Operator
Agreement.
Testing: around abandoned wells (no page number found): Berthoud mud spill in October 2017
demonstrates the dangers of drilling near horizontal wells near abandoned vertical wells: Indicate
steps being taken before drilling and completion operations to ensure integrity of wells
previously abandoned in the Anthem Ranch area; clarify if soil sampling will be conducted as
previously requested by Anthem Ranch
We are familiar with this event and voluntarily stepped in to assist the COGCC in their
remediation efforts for this well, even though this event had no association with our operations
and we did not own this well. There is a simple and proven way to ensure that this does not
occur in Broomfield and that is by maintaining compliance at all times with the COGCC’s
horizontal offset policy, which is something we hold in high regard and take very seriously.
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Extraction also monitors downhole pressures at various sites while fracture stimulation is
ongoing as an added layer of protection to ensure that communication does not occur.
Audit: How is CCOB going to audit every promise that Extraction has made in their CDP? See
earlier discussion of the need for a verification matrix.
We believe this comment is meant to be directed to the City. We would defer to the City to
address this concern.
CCOB consultant:
• CCOB should hire our own traffic engineering firm to evaluate the traffic issues, instead of
relying on the operator’s firm.
• CCOB should hire our own Risk Management consultant to correctly define risks. Part of our
goal should be to get the City and State and company to understand they are creating a huge risk
for our neighborhoods, by having them calculate the numbers. As you are saying, it isn’t a 10%
probability. When the risks are combined the probability is much larger and nearly 100%. They
probably will believe the numbers more if they have to calculate them, so that’s why asking them
the questions may be the way to go.
We defer to the City to address this comment, as it appears to be directed to City staff and the
City Council.
Risk:
• Extraction identified 12 catastrophic risks in the Risk Management Plan that were stated as
unlikely to occur. Catastrophic was quantified as affecting more than 50 homes, although no
setback distance was specified. Unlikely was quantified as having a 3% to 10% likelihood of
occurrence over the life of the project. This is, of course, extremely risky: it equates to a 30% to
71% risk of one or more catastrophes. We need to push back on the risks so Extractions can't say,
"we told you so" if and when a catastrophe occurs.
This table, along with the identified risks and percentage likelihood associated with each risk,
was created by the Oil and Gas Task Force and was not created by Extraction. We were
requested to detail additional mitigations that we have in place and regulations that require
environmental health and safety protection. Additionally, this mathematical equation of risk
is not correct. This assertion equates to saying that if you have a 10 percent chance of stubbing
your toe while walking barefoot, and you take 10 steps you then have a 100% chance of
stubbing your toe. This assertion is not correct and this is not how percentages work.
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• Extraction has provided Risks, Impacts and Likelihoods in the new CDP. Please see pages 954‐
959. Twelve risks are identified as catastrophic (> 50 homes affected), though unlikely (3% ‐ 10%
chance). These likelihoods are extremely high! It is stated that this is the likelihood of a risk "at
some time" which means over the 30 year lifetime. What is not stated is if this is the risk per well,
or the risk per well pad, or the overall risk for all 86 wells? These are unacceptably high risks of
catastrophic damage. The mitigations listed are mostly to contain the catastrophe, not prevent
it.
As we have said previously, the health and safety of our operations is our highest priority and
all safety measures related to our operations begin with prevention. That is why we seek
opportunities to implement multiple, redundant layers of safety and we engineer that into our
designs and our procedures. In fact, ours is a safe industry. The likelihood or probability of
catastrophic risk is extremely low and in the rare events something like that occurs, it does not
leave the well pad.
• Risk Assessment: pages 957 to 959 of Extraction CDP do not seem to explain the qualitative
measures of likelihood of occurrence vs the non‐financial impact levels. It should be noted that
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration released in May 2013 the statistics that an
American driver who drives a motor vehicle for 30 miles daily for a year faced a fatality risk of
about 1 in 12,500 or 0.008% or equals to 0.32% for 40years of driving. The Bureau of Justice
Statistics in 2008 listed the probability of an American to be murdered in his/her life time is 1 in
18981 or about 0.0053%. This is an average of different races, genders and ages.
The Operator Agreement does not require us to undertake a quantitative and qualitative risk
analysis. However, at the request of the City Staff, we have supplemented the Oil and Gas Task
Force risk assessment table with mitigating measures that we will be implementing to address
the risks identified in the table. Our Risk Management Plan can be found in the initial 15 pages
of Section R of the final CDP.
• Risk mitigation: is mostly "after the catastrophe". Techniques for pro‐actively reducing risks
need to be identified and the mitigated risk needs to be quantified with likelihoods (such as
"unlikely") and impacts, such as "catastrophic"
This has been addressed in the risk matrix included in our complete and final CDP.
• Risk: The "Level 2, Unlikely" incident probabilities which could occur at some time in table "Risk
Assessment ‐ Likelihood" on page 957 are listed at 3‐10% chance of occurrence. This risk is much
too high comparing to the other risks such as traffic fatality and murder rate in the USA.
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The oil and gas industry as a whole is one of the safest industries in the country. The likelihood
of an event associated with our operations is many times lower than the likelihood of a fatal
vehicle accident or an accident in general. Again, other than the column entitled “Further
Operator Mitigations,” the contents of the risk management table were the product of the Oil
and Gas Task Force and are not an Extraction work product.
• Financial Risks: The CDP does not address financial risks to the community. For example, for the
first time ever in 11 years of doing mortgages in No Colo. ‐ residential mortgage in a subdivision
conditioned for an oil and gas lease! Here is the Fannie Mae guideline. The property is in Weld
County and the lease was signed a few months ago (which triggered the condition).
Read the AND and OR. That’s a problem! Properties Subject to Oil, Gas, or Mineral Leases
acceptable if commonly granted by private institutional mortgage investors in the area where
the mortgaged premises is located and the exercise of such rights will not result in damage to the
mortgaged premises or impairment of the use or marketability of the mortgaged premises for
residential purposes AND there is no right of surface or subsurface entry within 200 feet of the
residential structure, or there is a comprehensive endorsement to the title insurance policy that
affirmatively insures the lender against damage or loss due to the exercise of such rights.
Recourse: The issue of non‐compliance and its consequences and/or penalty is not specified
throughout the documents.
We are unclear as to what the question is here. However, we appreciate this feedback and
would have to look further into the mortgage documents specified to fully understand your
concern. Nevertheless, our final CDP is in accordance with all provisions specified by
Broomfield in our agreed‐upon Operator Agreement that was approved by City Council on
October 24, 2017 and complies with all local, state and federal requirements as they relate to
land ownership and usage.
Noise: On page 17/1345 of the Extraction CDP it specifies that "... operations shall remain under
the COGCC Rule 802 designation of Residential/Agricultural/ Rural which is 55db(A) from 7:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and 50db(A) from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m." On page 192 & 193/1345 of the same
document the measured baseline noise level was stated as "... from April 21 through April 25,
2017, TruHorizon conducted monitoring Average 60.59 dBA and 72.58 dBC.." Since the baseline
noise level is already higher than the specific level of maximum noise level it is difficult to see
how Extraction can satisfy this requirement.
Importantly, as we expected baseline levels to potentially be higher than residential noise
standards set by the COGCC due to proximity to the Northwest Parkway, we have recognized
alternative means of compliance in the Operator Agreement. This means of compliance allows
for 4 decibels above background levels. Utilizing our best‐in‐class engineering technologies and
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noise mitigation tools, the noise associated with our operations should be less than ambient
noise making compliance with the Operator Agreement achievable. That was part of the plan
to site these developments next to an already‐noisy freeway, knowing that our operations are
less noisy than the typical noise in the area.
Drilling Under Anthem Ranch (no page number found)
• To be a Comprehensive Drilling Plan, Extraction needs to include information about wells that
will be drilled into Broomfield from outside of the City/County limits. It is particularly unclear
what pad will be used to drill wells under Anthem Ranch. Extraction said the area is too far from
the Coyote pad, and the well permits it submitted to COGCC for the Livingston pad show almost
all if not all of those wells will be drilled south under Wildgrass. The Crestone pad north of
Anthem Ranch is part of a spacing unit that goes north, not south toward Anthem Ranch. The
City needs to ensure that any drilling under Anthem Ranch and other Broomfield neighborhoods
does not result in a serious incident such as occurred at Berthoud.
This information can be found in our approved spacing unit applications that were filed publicly
with the COGCC.
• Update CDP to include all wells that will be drilling into Broomfield from outside of the
City/County limits, and require soil sampling near abandoned wells (at least in residential
neighborhoods) before and after drilling to protect the health and safety of our communities.
Traffic: The traffic vehicle study, dated, May, 2017, needs to be updated, especially because of
North Park truck traffic. Measured data needs to be extrapolated, at least for five years. Statistics
on expected delay times must be included.
We have made updates to the traffic study that is included in our final CDP and the final CDP
has all the pertinent information necessary to be in full compliance with all provisions of our
Operator Agreement.
We are committed to continually working with the community, its residents and other
stakeholders to perform at the highest levels of safe and responsible operations with due care
for our surrounding environment. We are additionally committed to continuing this
collaborative engagement, and we will move forward in this spirit as leaders on our industry in
the same manner that we have demonstrated up to the present.
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CITIZEN COMMENTS – 11 MAY 2018 CDP RECEIVED ON MAY 21, 2018
Citizen Comments ‐ 11 May 2018 CDP
11 May CDP New Comments
1) Schedule (page 318)
We note that the schedule has been updated to comply with the requirement to finish the
Completion Phase for the Initial Wells before commencing the Completion Phase at any other
Well Site (as stated on page 317). Thank you. We ask that the City evaluate if this schedule meets
the intent of what the Mayor requested to have Extraction demonstrate their ability to safely
operate away from major residential communities before commencing operations on the
Livingston Pad. If not, the City needs to request further schedule adjustments.
EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
We defer to the City to address this comment, as it appears to be directed to City staff and the
City Council.
2) Risk Management (page 1175).
Extraction has identified 14 potential catastrophic events occurring over the life of the project. It
is important to understand the overall risk. Is the probability of these risks additive (resulting in
over a 50% probability of a catastrophic event during the life of the project)? If not, to understand
the risk of the overall project, Extraction or the City needs to calculate the risk of one or more
catastrophic events occurring over the life of the project.

EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
The Oil and Gas Task Force developed and assigned the nomenclature on the Charles Taylor
Risk matrix and the City requested that we list operator mitigations for the risks included in
that matrix. Extraction does not endorse the given nomenclature. Therefore, Extraction defers
to the City to address this comment, as it appears to be directed to City staff and the City
Council.
3) Illustrative Exhibits (page 1259)
The photo‐simulations are very helpful. Could we also get them from other directions? In
particular, what would the Livingston site look like from Lowell Blvd looking west near the
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opening to the site, and what would the Livingston site look like from the southern Anthem Ranch
homes looking south? It is unclear how much berming and visual barrier will be in place from
these directions during the drilling/completion phase and during the production phase, and we
are concerned that it is not adequate.
EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
Extraction has provided many proposed renditions at different angles of the planned Livingston
Site to the Task Force and the City Staff. Because of the topography of the location, the well
site sits below the natural contour of the site.
4) Illustrative Exhibits (page 1261) For the Livingston pad, what is the large tank that is visible
during the production stage? Will it be in place for the entire 30‐year life of the project? Can
labels be provided for all visible equipment?
EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
The large structure depicted on the referenced illustration is an Emissions Control Device
(“ECD”). The use of the ECD is dependent on the well production and will be progressively
shortened over time and will not be on location for the life of the project.
5) Extraction’s Response to Citizen Comments (page 1358, question 202).
Please clarify how Extraction is complying. It is our understanding that Extraction did not submit
all of the BMPs in the CDP with their Form 2 and 2A permits. Therefore, this answer seems to
contradict what was actually done.
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EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
Extraction submitted all of the BMPs that are in the Operator Agreement in its initial Form 2A
and Form 2 submittal to the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (“COGCC”).
However, as was explained during the negotiation of the Operator Agreement, many of the
Best Management Practices (“BMPs”) which Extraction agreed to implement during the course
of the project development in the Operator Agreement exceed the local, state and federal
regulations and therefore the COGCC may not have jurisdiction and therefore, the COGCC
requested that they be removed from the applications. To honor our commitment in the
Operator Agreement that all applications on Form 2s and Form 2As to be submitted to the
COGCC include all the BMPs in the Operator Agreement, Extraction has attached a copy of the
Operator Agreement to the applications and has cited and referenced the Operator Agreement
in the COGCC permit applications. We cannot control how the COGCC processes our
applications.
6) Drilling under Anthem Ranch (no page number found)
To be a Comprehensive Drilling Plan, Extraction needs to include information about wells that
will be drilled into Broomfield from outside of the City/County limits. It is particularly unclear
what pad will be used to drill wells under Anthem Ranch. Extraction said the area is too far from
the Coyote pad, and the well permits it submitted to COGCC for the Livingston pad show almost
all if not all of those wells will be drilled south under Wildgrass. The Crestone pad north of
Anthem Ranch is part of a spacing unit that goes north, not south toward Anthem Ranch. The
City needs to ensure that any drilling under Anthem Ranch and other Broomfield neighborhoods
does not result in a serious incident such as occurred at Berthoud. Update CDP to include all wells
that will be drilling into Broomfield from outside of the City/County limits, and require soil
sampling near abandoned wells (at least in residential neighborhoods) before and after drilling
to protect the health and safety of our communities.
EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
Part of this comment appears to be requesting information from the City, therefore we defer
to the City on response to that portion of the comment. Further, part of this question is a
complete repetition of the same question posed in the Request titled “Comments 16 of April
2018 Comprehensive Drilling Plan” and answered previously in this document. As stated
previously, this information can be found in our approved spacing unit applications that were
filed publicly with the COGCC.
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The CDP is final and complete and in compliance with the Operator Agreement entered into by
Extraction and the City on October 24, 2017. Paragraph 8 of the Operator Agreement addresses
the Plugging and Abandonment of the Wells set forth on Exhibit C thereto. Also, Section 36 of
Exhibit B of the Operator Agreement also addresses in detail Plugged and Decommissioned
Well Testing prior to and following the fracturing of any new well drilled pursuant to the
Operator Agreement. The CDP application only covers wells to be drilled pursuant to the
Operator Agreement.
7) Testing around abandoned wells (no page number found)
The Berthoud mud spill in October 2017 demonstrates the dangers of drilling near horizontal
wells near abandoned vertical wells. Please indicate steps being taken before drilling and
completion operations to ensure integrity of wells previously abandoned in the Anthem Ranch
area; clarify if soil sampling will be conducted as previously requested by Anthem Ranch.
EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
Please see previous answer to question.
8) Proper identification of abandoned wells (no page number found)
We are very concerned that the City's and COGCC’s maps of abandoned wells near Anthem Ranch
(and perhaps other areas of Broomfield) are not correct. We understand the City pulled data
from COGCC. At a minimum, both the City’s map and COGCC’s map are missing two abandoned
wells south of Quandry Loop (Nordstrom 6‐11 and 6‐12).
https://www.broomfield.org/DocumentCenter/View/4813/Map‐
Oil_Gas_Wells_Existing_Proposed_all_Broomfield_with_Labels_Wattenberg_field_no_highlight
s
However, these wells show up on the City’s plat maps for this area (sheet 8).
https://www.broomfield.org/DocumentCenter/View/38/ANTHEM_12_‐_PLAT
To protect the health and safety of Broomfield citizens, the City and Extraction need to work with
COGCC to ensure all abandoned wells in Broomfield are properly identified and mapped.
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EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
Extraction notes the public’s request that City, Extraction and the COGCC work collaboratively.
We are proud of our collaborative effort with the City of over three years and intends to
continue this effort with the City and the COGCC. With respect to the two plugged and
abandoned wells mentioned, both of these wells appear on COGCC maps, which is the source
that should be consulted for information regarding all wells in Colorado, including plugged and
abandoned wells.
Disclosure of Chemicals: There are responses in several locations of the 11 May CDP that refer
to BMP 13 of Exhibit B to the Operator Agreement that has very specific requirements regarding
the disclosure of chemicals to the City and an extensive list of prohibited chemicals. I can't find
that BMP (13 of Exhibit B to Operator's Agreement). But this acknowledgment of disclosure and
a list of prohibited chemicals implies some transparency.
EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
For your ease of reference, we have attached to Disclosure of Chemicals found in BMP 13 here:
13.

Chemical Disclosure and Storage. All fracturing chemicals must be disclosed to the City
pursuant to the process set forth below before bringing on site. Prior to the bringing
of such chemicals onto the property, the Operator shall make available to the City, in
table format, the name, Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) number, storage,
containment and disposal method for such chemicals to be used on the Well Sites,
which the City may make available to the public as public records. Fracturing chemicals
shall be uploaded onto the Frac Focus website within sixty days of the completion of
fracturing operations. The Operator shall not permanently store fracturing chemicals,
flowback from hydraulic fracturing, or produced water in the City limits. Operator
shall remove all hydraulic fracturing chemicals at a Well Site within thirty (30) days
following the completing of hydraulic fracturing at that Well Site.
In addition to any substances that not permitted to be used in accordance with state or
federal rules or regulations in place from time to time, the following chemicals shall not
be utilized in hydraulic fracturing fluid at the Well Sites:
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Ingredient Name

CAS#

Benzene

71-43-2

Lead

7439-92-1

Mercury

7439-97-6

Arsenic

740-38-2

Cadmium

7440-43-9

Chromium

7440-47-3

Ethy1benzene

100-41-4

Xylenes

1330-20-7

1,3,5-trimethy lbenzene

108-67-8

1,4-dioxane

123-91-l

1-butanol

71-36-3

2-butoxyethanol

111-76-2

N ,N-dimethylfonnamide

68-12-2

2-ethylhexanol

104-76-7

2-mercaptoethanol

60-24-2

benzene, I ,1'-oxybis-, tetrapropylene
derivatives, sulfonated, sodium salts (BOTS)

119345-04-9

butyl glycidyl ether

8/6/2426
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polysorbate 80

9005-65-6

quatemary ammonium compounds,
dicoco alkyldimethyl, chlorides (QAC)

61789-77-3

bis hexamethylene triamine penta
methylene phosphonic acid (BMPA)

35657-77-3

diethylenetriamine penta (methylenephosphonic acid)(DMPA)

15827-60-8

FD&C blue no. 1

3844-45-9

Tetrakis(triethanolaminato) zirconi um(IV) (TTZ)

101033-44-7

Risk Management ‐ Inclusion constitutes acceptance. Preamble aside, inclusion of the risk matrix
from Charles Taylor Inc., an independent 3rd party expert in risk management, constitutes
acceptance, even though "Extraction does not necessarily agree". The Extraction Comprehensive
Drilling Plan (CDP) identifies twelve catastrophic risks in the Risk Management Plan that are
stated as unlikely to occur. "Catastrophic" was quantified as affecting more than 50 homes.
"Unlikely" was quantified as having a 3% to 10% likelihood of occurrence over the life of the
project. This is, of course, extremely risky, unacceptable to Broomfield, and requires injunctive
relief.
EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
We have spent years in a continuous engagement and collaborative effort in the planning of
this oil and gas development. There is an Operator Agreement in place. The City made the
request to add our mitigation measures to the risks the Oil and Gas Task Force included on their
risk matrix. Extraction is proud of its track record with its operations and is committed to safety
in all of its projects.
Risk Management – Risk Matrix Extraction stated that the "Charles Taylor" risk matrix (pp 1158
‐ 1160) of Extraction CDP, dated May 11, 2018 is the sole product of Broomfield's Task Force. In
fact, Extraction added a column "Further Operator Mitigations". If so why it is included in the
Extraction's CDP? Where is Extraction's risk analysis? All Extraction has done is to say "Trust us".
Risk Management – Air Quality: On page 1160 Extraction stated that ".... 10,000 air samples and
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...none was above elevated level of concern beyond 500' ..." This is absolutely incorrect. The
official report from the Colorado Department of Health and Environment, dated May 26, 2017
titled "Health Risk Evaluations of VOCs in Ambient Air in Response to Health Concerns at Triple
Creek Oil and Gas Site" identified that ".... isoprene, an isotropic gas, extremely flammable and is
suspected to cause genetic defects and cancer ... and has long lasting negative effects ...." was
28 times the annual average measured at 4900 feet from the well site. Our calculation at 500'
from the well site would have resulted in an amount of isoprene 2689 times the annual average
exposure.
EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
This a comment or statement not soliciting a response. However, Extraction would like to point
out that the Risk Management Plan required by Section 55 of Exhibit B to the Operator
Agreement is included in the initial 15 pages of Section R of the final CDP.
Extraction would also like to take this opportunity to refute the statements above regarding
the CDPHE’s May 26, 2017 report on air quality at Extraction’s Triple Creek development. The
commenter fails to point out that, as a follow‐up to the findings of elevated isoprene levels in
the May 26, 2017 report, the CDPHE conducted additional air sampling at locations closer to
the Triple Creek site on May 4 and May 7, 2017. The CDPHE issued a report on October 4, 2017
with their findings on that additional testing, stating that:


Isoprene levels were at least 10 times below the prior samples, even though these
samples were closer to the Triple Creek site;



“Isoprene is primarily emitted from vegetation and humans and in lower quantities in
tobacco smoke and automobile exhaust”; and



“Isoprene is not emitted at significant amounts from oil and gas operations and
therefore, it is unlikely that Triple creek oil and gas operation would be the main source
of this substance”.

Risk Management ‐ Preamble: Risk Management: Inclusion of the risk matrix constitutes
acceptance.
Preamble aside, inclusion of the risk matrix from Charles Taylor Inc., an independent 3rd party
expert in risk management, constitutes acceptance, even though "Extraction does not necessarily
agree". The Extraction Comprehensive Drilling Plan (CDP) identifies twelve catastrophic risks in
the Risk Management Plan that are stated as unlikely to occur. "Catastrophic" was quantified as
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affecting more than 50 homes. "Unlikely" was quantified as having a 3% to 10% likelihood of
occurrence over the life of the project. This is, of course,
extremely risky and unacceptable to Broomfield. Risk of one or more catastrophes is ~55%.
Review of Extraction statements in the Risk Management Preamble:
1) "this matrix exercise is solely a product of Broomfield’s Task Force."
Not true. The Task Force had no role.
2) "The Charles Taylor risk matrix is not a commonly used or endorsed within our industry."
False, the identification of Risks, Likelihood of Occurrence, Probable Impact, and Mitigation is
standard practice for risk assessment.
3) "Extraction, at Broomfield’s request, included standards, practices or project features that help
address the risks identified on the Charles Taylor table."
Not what Broomfield requested
4) "we do not endorse the risk percentages that Broomfield has assigned to various types of
established oil and gas activity and practices."
Charles Taylor, an expert organization in Risk Management, assigned the risk percentages? The
risk percentages define likelihood of occurrence of catastrophic and other risks, not "various
types of established oil and gas activity and practices."
5) "we do not necessarily agree with the figures and nomenclature assigned to our development
operations in the matrix."
Why include the matrix if Extractions "doesn't necessarily agree". The purpose of the risk
assessment is to specify Extraction's risks and mitigations for the 84 wells proposed in
Broomfield. We need Extraction's matrix, or equivalent, not a matrix they disagree with.
6) "In fact, we believe the risks associated with this project are both thoroughly and properly
addressed by the numerous, redundant layers of safety, mitigation and oversight".
This statement is followed by seven "bullets" about regulatory agencies, an Operator Agreement,
design features and safety culture". These don't address risk, defined as the likelihood of an event
and the probable impact.
7) "A robust Extraction safety program and culture"
Extraction is a new Company employing numerous Subcontractor's over whom Extraction has
little control. Extraction has innumerable reportable incidents posted to the COGCC. Not a safety
culture.
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8) "First, Extraction is a very safe company."
Safety should not be equated to risk. Safety mitigates some, but not all, risks; for example, risks
to the welfare of the community, environmental risks such as wildfires and floods, and economic
risks. Further, even if Extraction "is a very safe company", that does not extend to the many
unnamed Subcontractors who will perform most of the work.
9) " Considering all factors, Extraction, the oil and gas industry and our best‐in‐class Broomfield
project demonstrates exceptional risk management."
Extraction included "all risk factors" in the Extraction Form S‐1, pages 18‐39, submitted to the
Securities Exchange Commission 12/22/2017. These risks need to be the basis for risk
management. These risks are comprehensive enough to address concerns of all stakeholders.
10) "...10,000 air samples and ... none was above elevated level of concern beyond 500' ..." This
is absolutely incorrect. The official report from the Colorado Department of Health and
Environment, dated May 26, 2017 titled "Health Risk Evaluations of VOCs in Ambient Air in
Response to Health Concerns at Triple Creek Oil and Gas Site" identified that ".... isoprene, an
isotropic gas, extremely flammable and is suspected to cause genetic defects and cancer ... and
has long lasting negative effects ...." was 28 times the annual average measured at 4900
feet from the well site. Our calculation at 500' from the well site would have resulted in an
amount of isoprene 2689 times the annual average exposure.
The remainder of the preamble consists of self‐congratulatory opinions, skewed statistics, and
vague mentions of best practices, processes, and accident rates. The message is "Trust Me".
EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
These are conclusory statements rather than questions to be addressed.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
11 May – Previous Unaddressed Comments – new page numbers added
CDP Quality:
• The current CDP is still INCOMPLETE and it is INSUFFICIENT, without adequate details to
allow a governmental agency or an independent third party to verify the representations
that they make in Section (I). I have attached the comments that we previously
submitted regarding Section (I). We must resubmit them. Their behavior is intolerable
• This CDP is poorly written for such a complex and important engineering project. It lacks
specificity for quantifiable, measurable and enforceable data values and/or limits and
tend to repeat with no additional information nor data.
• Few references are provided: for example, for the risk assessment tables. How much of
the CDP is plagiarized?
• These documents should adhere to good engineering practice to identify the changes
from previous versions with change bars. The Extraction CDP as a document of specifics
should be no more than 20 pages long and all of its working data sheets and other
superfluous pages not part of the specifications should be in the document appendix.
The Broomfield Ordinance document should be no more than 10 pages with measurable
numbers, values and the consequences and/or succinct penalty must be stated. These
documents need to be much improved to provide the guidance for a safe and careful
major engineering development here. Presently, these documents do not reflect the
quality of Broomfield City Council nor the people of this community.
• The Extraction CDP is huge but has uneven details for difference areas: The traffic
management reports are 289 pages (604 ‐ 894) containing pages of superfluous working
data sheets and spreadsheets. The air monitoring section has 12 pages (899 ‐ 911).
• Many contributors to the review of the first CDP said, for example, "I don’t see in
Extraction responses that they addressed the concerns and recommendations I and
many others cited. They used generalities such as 'best practices' rather than specifically
addressing these concerns. My original comments still need to be addressed."
Specifically, my focus and concern is about chemicals used in fracking are harmful. They
need to be modified to include only those that aren't. "All chemicals and their
percentages utilized in hydraulic fracturing fluid need to be listed. Combine this specific,
complete list of chemicals and percentages with current published data on effects of
spills from fracking activities that affect groundwater* and then modify chemicals used
to include only those that do not under any circumstances contaminate groundwater".
* Groundwater methane in relation to oil and gas development and shallow coal seams in
the Denver‐Julesburg Basin of Colorado; Authors: Owen A. Sherwooda, Jessica D. Rogers,
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•

Greg Lackey, Troy L. Burke, Stephen G. Osborn, and Joseph N. Ryan; Proceeding of the
National Academy of Sciences, June 17, 2016.
Another example, "as requested by the committee, I have reviewed Section (I) of
Extraction's CDP, dated 4/16/18. Section (I) is the Air Quality Impact Mitigation Plan in
the application. In my opinion, no meaningful changes have been made to this section
of the application. Extraction has NOT addresses in any substantive way, if at all, the
comments that we previously provided regarding their initial CDP".

Big omission in the CDP ‐ Verification: A complex project, such as the drilling of 84 wells,
necessarily includes many Operator "promises". Tracking these over 30 years is a daunting task.
The CDP is a requirements document: it specifies what the Operator is required to do. As such,
the CDP requires operator responsibilities to be numbered and stated as "shalls". Phrases such
as "will", "could", would" may", "as appropriate", "as profitable", or "in accordance with Best
Management Practices" are not acceptable. A verification matrix that defines how the Operator
will comply with requirements must be provided as part of the CDP. Typical verification methods
include test, inspection, and analysis. Statements of when and how often verification is
performed for each requirement must also be included.
Schedule (new pages 57‐58) is not in compliance with the Operator Agreement. Page 317 states:
The Operator also agrees that it will finish the Completion Phase for the Initial Wells before
commencing the Completion Phase at any other Well Site. However, page 58 shows the
completion phase starting at the Livingston pad before the Completion Phase is finished at the
Interchange B pad: Adjust schedule to comply with the Operator Agreement Testing: around
abandoned wells (no page number found): Berthoud mud spill in October 2017 demonstrates the
dangers of drilling near horizontal wells near abandoned vertical wells: Indicate steps being taken
before drilling and completion operations to ensure integrity of wells previously abandoned in
the Anthem Ranch area; clarify if soil sampling will be conducted as previously requested by
Anthem Ranch Audit: How is CCOB going to audit every promise that Extraction has made in their
CDP? See earlier discussion of the need for a verification matrix.
CCOB consultant:
• CCOB should hire our own traffic engineering firm to evaluate the traffic issues, instead
of relying on the operator’s firm.
• CCOB should hire our own Risk Management consultant to correctly define risks. Part of
our goal should be to get the City and State and company to understand they are creating
a huge risk for our neighborhoods.
Risk:
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•

•

•

•

•

Extraction identified 12 catastrophic risks in the Risk Management Plan that were stated
as unlikely to occur. Catastrophic was quantified as affecting more than 50 homes,
although no setback distance was specified. Unlikely was quantified as having a 3% to
10% likelihood of occurrence over the life of the project. This is, of course, extremely
risky: it equates to a 30% to 71% risk of one or more catastrophes. We need to push back
on the risks so Extractions can't say, "we told you so" if and when a catastrophe occurs.
Extraction has provided Risks, Impacts and Likelihoods in the new CDP. Please see pages
1175. Twelve risk are identified as catastrophic (> 50 homes affected), though unlikely
(3% ‐ 10% chance). These likelihoods are extremely high! It is stated that this is the
likelihood of a risk "at some time" which means over the 30 year lifetime. What is not
stated is if this is the risk per well, or the risk per well pad, or the overall risk for all 86
wells? These are unacceptably high risks of catastrophic damage. The mitigations listed
are mostly to contain the catastrophe, not prevent it.
Risk Assessment: page 1175 of Extraction CDP do not seem to explain the qualitative
measures of likelihood of occurrence vs the non‐financial impact levels. It should be
noted that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration released in May 2013 the
statistics that an American driver who drives a motor vehicle for 30 miles daily for a year
faced a fatality risk of about 1 in 12,500 or 0.008% or equals to 0.32% for 40years of
driving. The Bureau of Justice Statistics in 2008 listed the probability of an American to
be murdered in his/her life time is 1 in 18981 or about 0.0053%. This is an average of
different races, genders and ages.
Risk: The "Level 2, Unlikely" incident probabilities which could occur at some time in
table "Risk Assessment ‐ Likelihood" on page 1175 are listed at 3‐10% chance of
occurrence. This risk is much too high comparing to the other risks such as traffic fatality
and murder rate in the USA.
Financial Risks: The CDP does not address financial risks to the community. For example,
for the first time ever in 11 years of doing mortgages in No Colo. ‐ residential mortgage
in a subdivision conditioned for an oil and gas lease! Here is the Fannie Mae guideline.
The property is in Weld County and the lease was signed a few months ago (which
triggered the condition). Read the AND and OR. That’s a problem! Properties Subject to
Oil, Gas, or Mineral Leases acceptable if commonly granted by private institutional
mortgage investors in the area where the mortgaged premises is located and the
exercise of such rights will not result in damage to the mortgaged premises or
impairment of the use or marketability of the mortgaged premises for residential
purposes AND there is no right of surface or subsurface entry within 200 feet of the
residential structure, or there is a comprehensive endorsement to the title insurance
policy that affirmatively insures the lender against damage or loss due to the exercise of
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such rights. Recourse: The issue of non‐compliance and its consequences and/or penalty
is not specified throughout the documents.
Noise: On page 17 of the Extraction CDP it specifies that "... operations shall remain under
the COGCC Rule 802 designation of Residential/Agricultural/ Rural which is 55db(A) from 7:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and 50db(A) from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m." On page 390 ‐ 391 of the same
document the measured baseline noise level was stated as "... from April 21 through April 25,
2017, TruHorizon conducted monitoring Average 60.59 dBA and 72.58 dBC.." Since the
baseline noise level is already higher than the specific level of maximum noise level it is
difficult to see how Extraction can satisfy this requirement.
Drilling Under Anthem Ranch (no page number found)
• To be a Comprehensive Drilling Plan, Extraction needs to include information about wells
that will be drilled into Broomfield from outside of the City/County limits. It is particularly
unclear what pad will be used to drill wells under Anthem Ranch. Extraction said the area
is too far from the Coyote pad, and the well permits it submitted to COGCC for the
Livingston pad show almost all if not all of those wells will be drilled south under
Wildgrass. The Crestone pad north of Anthem Ranch is part of a spacing unit that goes
north, not south toward Anthem Ranch. The City needs to ensure that any drilling under
Anthem Ranch and other Broomfield neighborhoods does not result in a serious incident
such as occurred at Berthoud.
• Update CDP to include all wells that will be drilling into Broomfield from outside of the
City/County limits, and require soil sampling near abandoned wells (at least in residential
neighborhoods) before and after drilling to protect the health and safety of our
communities.
Traffic: The traffic vehicle study, dated, May, 2017, needs to be updated, especially because of
North Park truck traffic. Measured data needs to be extrapolated, at least for five years. Statistics
on expected delay times must be included.

EXTRACTION’S RESPONSE TO CITIZEN COMMENT
All questions from page 58 to 61 are duplicative. Those questions were posed in the request
titled “Comments on 16 April 2018 Comprehensive Drilling Plan” and responded in the
beginning of this document through page 47.

